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Covid-19 outbreak: 80 to 90% of flights are cancelled
Hundreds of millions of customers need to be refunded
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Airlines want to protect cash by issuing vouchers using the industry standard EMD
But the EMD issuance is a manual time-consuming process for Customer support
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For a Customer support agent 
to issue the related

Vouchers/EMD*

5-8min /PNR

It takes…

(*) : based on 15 contacted airlines/call centers

Very long process 
for customers

High Costs
Huge workload for 

Call Centers

Leading to…

Millions of requests

In Customer support backlog



SMOOSS delivered a first solution in 5 days
Contacting customers to offer them instant voucher collection
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In less than one week, SMOOSS delivered an 

efficient solution automating EMDs issuance. 

Customers can collect their EMD with only one 

click! This solution helps us to lower the number of 

requests sent to our Call Centers

Aurélie Redon, Disruption Manager



Air France was recognized for its Customer service 
thanks to SMOOSS solutions
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Air France stands out from its competitors for its 

proactivity in taking care of customers impacted 

by COVID-19 flights cancellations

https://thetravelersclub.boardingarea.com/vol-annule-aussitot-
rembourse-air-france-tire-son-epingle-du-jeu-et-fait-figure-dexemple/

https://thetravelersclub.boardingarea.com/vol-annule-aussitot-rembourse-air-france-tire-son-epingle-du-jeu-et-fait-figure-dexemple/


Improving Skip (1)
Automate Voucher issuance considering all the travel specifics of the PNR
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Infant

Re-issued &
Partially Flown Ticket

Extra-bag

Lounge 
Access

Skip is the only solution to handle paid options, 

re-issued tickets, partially used tickets.

SVP Customer support
Major Airline



Improving Skip (2)
Automate refund and rebooking /distribute across all touchpoints 
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By being accessible directly from Corsair 

website, Skip enables our customers to 

seamlessly collect their vouchers

Christophe Palu, Head of 
Revenue Management



Going further: Spend
A plug & play API to redeem vouchers
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Spend API enables our customers to directly

redeem their vouchers in our web booking

flow. They can even get a bonus according

to our commercial policy or a new EMD if 

they have not used the whole amount

Laurent Lunaud, Head of Digital Factory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8J3FREBhjA&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8J3FREBhjA&feature=emb_logo


How do we do that?
Thanks to our in-house layer on top of reservation systems powered by our low-code approach
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Connect to the PSS through Web Services/APIs
retrieve and update inventory and passenger data

An abstract and agnostic layer on top of reservation systems 
providing main features (book, change, refund, issue and redeem 
vouchers, add ancillary)

Design and implement a use case in a few weeks thanks to our low 
code approach

Enrich the use case with any third-party like messaging systems, 
payment providers or other reservation systems (taxi, 
accommodation…)
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Who are we?
10 SMOOSS-ers with airline and technology background

6 use cases live in
12 months

4 live partners
6 trial partners

3M+ processed passengers
4 achievements
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2
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Founding 
team

1st partner Funding 10
Smooss-ers

Feb 19 Jun 19 Oct 19 Feb 20 Oct 20

Accelerate
vision

AI partnership

Cybersecurity is our priority 

Certification by Dec 20

Airline industry by design



SMOOSS helps travel companies increasing revenue and improving customer experience
thanks to tailor made solutions designed on top of the reservation systems
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Ancillary Platform Disruption Recovery

Offering a personalized experience through innovative ancillaries Restoring customer confidence through a smooth journey

Tailor made solutions End to End process automation A White Box Approach



Want to learn more ?

Contact us!

contact@smooss.io

www.smooss.io

mailto:contact@smooss.io
http://www.smooss.io/

